Discriminative stimulus effects of a nicotine-midazolam mixture in rats.
Rats were trained to discriminate the effects of nicotine (0.4 mg/kg SC) plus midazolam (0.2 mg/kg SC) from those of saline in a two-bar operant conditioning procedure involving a tandem schedule of food reinforcement. After discrimination training, the component drugs of the mixture produced very considerable amounts of drug-appropriate responding when given separately. Mecamylamine and Ro 15-1788 only slightly attenuated the discriminative response to the mixture when given separately, but completely blocked the response when administered together. In different groups of rats trained to discriminate nicotine or midazolam separately from saline, neither drug appreciably altered the dose-response curve for the other, suggesting a minimal role for pharmacological interactions when effects of mixtures were assessed. The results suggest that the two components of a compound drug-produced stimulus can be perceived separately rather than being blended into a homogenous entity. Knowledge of the characteristics of compound drug-produced stimuli may aid interpretation of the discriminative effects of single drugs with wide spectra of action.